Excitonic energy transfer (ET) offers exciting opportunities for advances in optoelectronic devices such as solar cells. While recent experimental attempts have demonstrated its potential in both organic and inorganic photovolatics (PVs), what remains to be addressed is quantitative understading of how different ET modes contubute to PV performance and how ET contribution is differentiated from classical optical coupling (OC) effects. In this study, we implenent ET scheme using a PV device platform, comprising CdSe/ZnS nanocrystal energy donor and 500 nm-thick ultrathin Si acceptor layers, and present quantiative mechanistic description on how different ET modes, distinguished from OC effects, increase light absorption and PV effeiciency. We find nanoscrystal sensitization enhances the short circuit current of ultrathin Si solar cells by up to 35%, of which the efficient ET, primarily driven by long-range radiative mode, contributes to 38% of the total current enhacement. These results not only confirm the positive impact of ET but also provide a guideline for rationally combining ET and OC effects for improved light harvesting in PV and other optoelectronic devices.
Introduction
Light harvesting via excitonic energy transfer (ET), as exemplified in the natural photosynthesis, 1-3 has inspired significant research efforts for understanding and designing ET-based light harvesting systems for solar energy conversion and other optoelectronic applications. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] For molecular systems, the ET mechanism is relatively well understood, 1, 10, 11 and recently a few groups demonstrated applications of ET in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) 6, 7, 12 and organic photovoltaic (PV) devices composed of either bulk heterojunction (BHJ) 13 or multi-stacked active layers. 14 In these devices, the Förster-type non-radiative ET (NRET) was the dominant ET mechanism which is effective for the energy donoracceptor separation of a few nanometers due to its fast decaying ET rate with increasing distance. The sensitization of solar cells employing NRET is thus expected to limit the effective thickness of the energy harvesting donor layer to a few nanometers as the energy donor added beyond would rather block incident photons, hampering the overall PV power conversion efficiency (PCE). On the other hand, the radiative ET (RET), occurring via the transfer of excitation energy by radiative decay of a donor and subsequent reabsorption of the emitted radiation by an acceptor, can remain efficient for the separation as far as a few tens of nanometers, 4, 15 potentially allowing a thicker energy donor layer of more effective light-harvesting ability and hence enhanced contribution of overall ET to the PCE of solar cells.
Meanwhile, for the implementation of ET in inorganic PVs, a new device architecture that combines energy donor layers capable of strong light absorption with energy acceptors made of highcarrier-mobility materials has been suggested. 4, 16, 17 Particularly, the use of semiconductor nanocrystal (NC) layers as energy donors in conjunction with a crystalline thin-film Si energy acceptor has been highlighted in a series of optical studies, 15, 18, 19 where the excitonic sensitization of Si via NC energy donors is predicted to take full advantage of the large absorption cross-section and tunable optical properties of NCs, in tandem with the low exciton binding energy and high carrier mobility of Si. 4, 15 Recently, it was shown that such a NC sensitization could indeed improve the performance of ultrathin Si-based photodetectors 20 as well as thick Si nanowire solar cells, 21 where optical spectroscopy was used to confirm the presence of ET process. However, important fundamental questions remain regarding quantitative contribution of different ET modes to the experimentally measured PV energy conversion performance and how such ET contributions can be differentiated from more classical optical coupling effects.
In this work, we report the ET-driven enhancement of PV performance in an ultrathin Si solar cell architecture consisting of semiconductor NC energy donor layers atop an ultrathin Si energy acceptor with an incorporated in-plane Schottky junction and controlled thickness of donor-acceptor spacer made of aluminium oxide (AlO x ). The well-defined layered device geometry not only decouples the NC energy donor layer from the charge transport and extraction processes in the Si solar cell but also enables us to combine complementary investigative methods, including PV device characterization, time-resolved optical spectroscopy, transfer-matrix optical simulation, and dipole radiation theory calculation. By using this approach, we establish a quantitative mechanistic understanding on how different ET modes, distinguished from the intrinsic optical interference effects, contribute to the light harvesting in functioning inorganic solar cells and clearly demonstrate the positive contribution of ET to the enhancement of the device PCE, primarily driven by the effective long-range RET that improves the solar spectrum absorption in the ultrathin Si active layer.
Results and Discussion

Design of Ultrathin Si Schottky Junction Solar Cells with NC Energy Donor Layers
The ultrathin Si Schottky-junction solar cell employing NC energy donor layers comprises a p-type Si on insulator (SOI) substrate (500 nm thick Si layer), incorporating in-plane Al ohmic/Schottky contacts, and an exposed Si channel active area (0.75 mm (width) × 10 m (length), optimized for efficient charge collection and reliable device fabrication), which is coated with 3-4 monolayers of CdSe/ZnS core-shell NC energy donor (inner inorganic particle diameter: 4.5 nm; polymer ligand coating thickness: 3.5 nm) 15 with an AlO x spacer of varying thickness between Si and NC layers ( Fig.  1(a) ). Here the incident photon energy absorbed by the NC layer is transferred to the Si channel, via either the oscillating electrostatic dipole field of excitons in NC (NRET) or the radiative decay (i.e., photoluminescence (PL)) of NC excitation (RET), to create electronhole pairs in Si that are separated and extracted by the in-plane Schottky junction ( Fig. 1(b) ). The device architecture is designed to provide a platform for a systematic and quantitative analysis of influences of different ET modes on the PV device performance. The main related design feature is the in-plane Schottky junction geometry that exposes the active channel of pristine Si on top of the device surface. This allows: (a) Simple fabrication of robust model base solar cells; (b) precise control over the thicknesses of spacer (AlO x ) and CdSe/ZnS NC energy donor layers, which critically impact the mode and efficiency of ET and, consequently, the extent of any enhancement in PV performance; (c) well-defined layered device geometry suitable for cross-interrogation of ET effects by theoretical analysis and optical simulation. Meanwhile, the thickness of NC energy donor layer applied to the ultrathin Si solar cell is chosen to be 30-35 nm, equivalent to 3-4 monolayers ( Fig. 1(c) ), in order to balance an appreciable light absorption and efficient ET from NCs to Si. Excessively thick NC layers (e.g., >100 nm) would display a low ET efficiency despite a good optical absorption as the photon energy absorbed by top NC layers may not be efficiently transferred to the bottom Si. Despite the relatively small thickness of the NC energy donor layer that we apply, the device architecture consisting of multiple dielectric layers creates interference effects and, in fact, can result in an enhanced light absorption within the NC layer and, consequently, significant contribution to the ET-driven enhancement of the light harvesting in the solar cell as discussed in detail later.
Influence of NC on the Ultrathin Si Solar Cell PV Performance
We find that the application of NC layers on ultrathin Si indeed enhances the device PV performance of ultrathin Si solar cells. We first compare the PV performances of ultrathin Si solar cells with and without the applied CdSe/ZnS NC energy donor layer (four NC monolayers) for the case of minimum spacer thickness (1.7 nm thick SiO 2 without AlO x ), which is expected to achieve the highest ET efficiency from the NC energy donor layer. Fig. 2 (a) displays a representative current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of ultrathin Si Schottky junction solar cells under the air mass 1.5 global (AM1.5G) and 1 Sun (100 mW/cm 2 ) conditions, before and after the deposition of four monolayers of CdSe/ZnS NCs (~35 nm thick). The most remarkable change the NC layer imparts to the PV performance is the enhancement of short circuit current density (J SC ) by ~35% to 8.7 ± 1.6 mA/cm 2 from 6.4 ± 1.3 mA/cm 2 of the control device, which primarily drives the improvement in the corresponding PCE by ~45% from 1.08 ± 0.19% to 1.60 ± 0.21%. On the other hand, with the addition of NC layer, the open circuit voltage (V OC ) and fill factor (FF) remain largely unchanged at 0.34 ± Please do not adjust margins 0.05 V and 0.56 ± 0.06, respectively, similar to 0.32 ± 0.07 V and 0.55 ± 0.06 of the control ultrathin Si solar cell (all values presented here are the averages obtained from over 15 unique devices for each conditions. See Fig. S1 †) . This observation confirms that the NC layer does not participate or interfere with the charge transport processes occurring in the base ultrathin Si solar cells. We note that the use of in-plane Schottky junction (i.e., low V OC ) and the low optical absorptance of ultrathin Si result in the modest base device PCE but these design features enable a facile fabrication of reliable model devices where the influences of ET on the measured PV performance can be quantitatively delineated.
By investigating the device external quantum efficiency (EQE) and the optical absorptions of each component layers in the device structure, we identify that the observed enhancement in J SC originates from two major factors, one caused by pure optical effects intrinsic to the device structure composed of multiple dielectric layers, and the other arising due to the genuine influences of ET from the NC energy donor layer. In conventional solar cells, dielectric coatings have been widely utilized as anti-reflective layers to improve the light harvesting by the active layer in solar cells. 22 A similar consideration may apply to the NC layer on the ultrathin Si, which potentially increases the amount of light absorbed in the ultrathin Si layer by enhancing the optical coupling. Once such an optical effect is quantified, the exclusive contribution of the ET from the NC layer can be isolated. To quantify the optical effect, we obtain the spectral absorptances exerted by the respective NC layer and ultrathin Si within the device architecture by combining the transfer-matrix optical simulation 23 and the experimental spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement of optical constants of each component layer (i.e., CdSe/ZnS NC layer, AlO x spacer, SiO 2 , and Si, Fig. S2 and S3 †). The accuracy of this approach is verified by a standard test comparing simulated and experimentally measured angle-dependent reflectance of a control Si substrate. Aided by this analysis platform, we verify the exclusive contribution of ET to the improvement of light absorption in the ultrathin Si by understanding the change in measured EQE spectrum of ultrathin Si solar cells upon the application of the CdSe/ZnS NC layer.
The EQE spectra of both ultrathin Si solar cells with and without the NC layer feature multiple peaks, which originate from the intrinsic interference phenomenon in the SOI-substrate-based device structure having multiple dielectric layers ( Fig. 2(b) ). The simulated absorptance spectrum of the ultrathin Si layer within the solar cell without the NC layer (A Si ) exactly replicates the spectral shape of the EQE including the multiple peaks ( Fig. 2(c) ), confirming the anticipated optical interference effects and the accuracy of the simulation method. When analyzing the EQE spectra of ultrathin Si solar cells before and after the NC layer application ( Fig. 2(b) ), one apparent difference is the overall increased EQE with the NC layer Please do not adjust margins in the wavelength region below 600 nm, where the NC exhibits high optical absorption ( Fig. S4 †) . Meanwhile, there is an excellent spectral overlap between the absorptance of ultrathin Si and the PL emission of NCs (Figs. S3(b) and S4 †). These observations are consistent with the measured increase in J SC of the solar cell with NC layer, while also suggesting the transfer of photon energy absorbed by the NC layer into the ultrathin Si. We plot the gain in EQE (EQE), defined as EQE (with NC) -EQE (without NC), along with the simulated absorptance spectrum of the CdSe/ZnS NC layer (A NC ) within the device ( Fig. 2(d) ). A NC features a spectral shape and, particularly the position of peaks, which generally match the measuredEQE spectrum. This strongly suggests that the energy absorbed by the CdSe/ZnS NC layer is transferred to the ultrathin Si, enhancing its light absorption and photocurrent generation.
Optical Evaluation of ET Efficiency from the NC Layer to Ultrathin Si
We obtain a more direct verification that the observed PCE enhancement is originating from ET effects by systematically studying the functional dependence of ET efficiency on the NC-Si donor-acceptor separation. Generally, the dependence of ET efficiency on the donor-acceptor separation is examined by the timeresolved PL decay measurement, a common method for investigating the extent of ET by monitoring the quenching in PL lifetime of the energy donor. 24 We employ the same method by using a CdSe/ZnS NC sub-monolayer condition that minimizes possible cross-talking among NCs and create, by and large, an idealized point-like (0D, NC) to three-dimensional (3D, ultrathin Si) energy donor-acceptor geometry, permitting an analytic dipole theory calculation. The sub-monolayer NCs were spin-coated (3000 rpm, 125 nM concentration) on SOI substrates (Si device layer thickness: 500 nm) having an AlO x spacer coating of various thicknesses (Figs. 3(a) and (b)). The decay of NC PL for a varying AlO x spacer thickness, d AlOx , is shown in Fig. 3(c Meanwhile, by taking account of ~8 nm diameter of NCs (with 4.5 nm inner particle diameter), the actual separation between donor and acceptor (i.e., from the center of a NC to the surface of the ultrathin Si), z, is ranging from 19.7 down to 5.7 nm, and the observed reduction of  by ~50% for the ~70% decrease in z is seemingly consistent with an efficient NRET induced by a stronger dipole-dipole coupling at a shorter donor-acceptor separation. 19 However, we recognize that for the 0D-3D energy donor-acceptor geometry in our samples, the rate of dipole-dipole interaction should be, in principle, proportional to 1/z 3 , predicting a more rapid change in the rate of NRET with z (e.g.,  decrease by ~97% for the z decrease from 19.7 nm to 5.7 nm) than seen in Fig. 3 (c). This suggests that another mode of ET, namely RET, is most likely in operation as well. In order to specifically probe the effect of donoracceptor separation on RET, we suppress the exciton decay via NRET by further increasing z to 36.7 nm (d AlOx = 31 nm). At this distance, the PL decay is slower than those at shorter z (18.6ns but still faster than that on a glass substrate (i.e., no ET, ns).
A modest change in the PL lifetime (from 15.8 ns to 18.6 ns) for a given increase in z (from 19.7 to 36.7 nm) is also dissimilar from the strongly z-dependent characteristics of NRET. Overall, these observations qualitatively indicate that the RET becomes a more dominant mode for ET at a long donor-acceptor separation distance. We note that the faster PL decay at d AlOx = 31 nm compared with that on a glass substrate could be caused by non-zero contribution of NRET or the difference in refractive indices between AlO x and glass (i.e., SiO 2 , ~1.46) 25 .
We gain further insights on the different modes of ET from the NCs to the ultrathin Si by analytically evaluating the dependence of ET rate on the donor-acceptor separation based on a physical model proposed by Malko's group. 4, 15, 26 By applying the Sommerfeld's treatment 27 that addresses the modification of electromagnetic fields of a classical oscillating electric dipole above a dielectric semispace, an exciton in a NC is treated as an oscillating dipole, and the Please do not adjust margins rate of exciton decay, as well as the corresponding ET efficiency, are calculated for different decay channels, including NRET, RET, and emission to vacuum (i.e., loss) in weak dipole coupling conditions, all as a function of the donor-acceptor separation distance z.
The calculated ET efficiency from a monolayer of NCs is plotted with respect to z (Fig. 4(a) ) and confirms the efficient RET at a large donor-acceptor spacing as qualitatively predicted in our timeresolved PL measurements. The overall ET from a NC monolayer to an ultrathin Si remains very efficient with corresponding efficiency >70% even as z is approaching 40 nm, primarily owing to the effective RET whose efficiency is still >50% at z = 50 nm. On the other hand, the ET at a short donor-acceptor separation (z < 10 nm) is dominated by NRET, whose efficiency decreases exponentially with z, making its contribution to the overall ET negligible for z > 30 nm.
In order to address our actual experimental condition, we extend the ET efficiency calculation to the case of multi-layered NCs on an ultrathin Si, specifically four monolayers of NCs, which best represent the actual energy donor-acceptor configuration in our NCsensitized ultrathin Si PV devices. The calculation is performed by treating each NC monolayer within the multiple NC monolayers as an independent energy donor and the NC layer(s) underneath a specific NC donor monolayer as a part of AlO x spacer because the refractive indices of NC and AlO x measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry are nearly identical (~1.5). We find that the calculated efficiency of inter-NC ET is less than 3.5 % (see ESI †), which supports the validity of this approach. Since the ET efficiency of each NC layers have the same functional dependence on z as the NC monolayer, normalized integration of the ET efficiencies of individual NC layers along z, assuming a uniform light absorption by each NC monolayer, yields the overall ET efficiency from the multiple monolayers of NCs to the ultrathin Si. The calculated ET efficiency from four monolayers of CdSe/ZnS NCs to a 500 nm thick Si, plotted as a function of AlO x spacer thickness d AlOx (Fig.  4(b) ), reveals that the efficiency of RET is already 60% at d AlOx = 0, increases to its maximum of 73% at d AlOx = 10 nm, and slowly decreases thereafter. In contrast, the contribution of NRET from the four NC monolayers to the overall ET is minor as the NRET efficiency quickly drops below 10% for d AlOx > 10 nm. This is caused by the fact that the actual distance z between Si surface and the center of the 2 nd and above NC monolayers is already >14 nm, for which the NRET efficiency from a NC monolayer is less than 25% ( Fig. 4(a) ). Overall, the predicted high RET efficiency should enable an efficient overall ET from the multiple NC monolayers to the ultrathin Si for the distance of up to 50 nm, implicating a key role of RET in a practical ET-based solar cell with thick NC energy donor layers for better light absorption.
ET from NC to Ultrathin Si
Equipped with the above theoretical analyses and optical simulation data, we now find a direct proof and understanding for the relative significance of ET in the overall solar cell performance by quantifying the contribution of the ET mechanism to the improvement of light absorption in the ultrathin Si and resulting EQE. First, because of high PL quantum yield of our NCs (>90%), the amount of optical absorption in the NC layer that can be transferred to the ultrathin Si layer via the ET, A ET , is simply: A ET = A NC ×  ET , with  ET denoting the ET efficiency from four monolayers of CdSe/ZnS NCs to 500 nm thick Si, which is 90.1% as determined from the dielectric theory calculation ( Fig. 4(b) , d AlOx = 0). On the other hand, the NC layer allows an additional increase in the optical absorption in the ultrathin Si layer via the pure antireflective optical effects, A Optical , which amounts to: A Optical = A Si (with NC) -A Si (without NC), a quantity that we can evaluate from the absorptance data obtained by the transfer-matrix optical simulation ( Fig. S2 and S3 †) . Then, the total additional light When we plot the calculated A Total spectrum along with the measured EQE spectrum (Fig. 5) , strikingly there is a near perfect agreement between the two spectra-this unambiguously confirms the validity of our analysis and, more importantly, proves the notion that the photon energy absorbed by the semiconductor NC layer can be efficiently converted into the enhancement in photocurrent output in the inorganic solar cell via ET. Based on the identified individual contributions of the ET and the anti-reflective coating effects to the optical absorption of the ultrathin Si, the enhanced photocurrent output of the ultrathin Si solar cells can be analyzed in more detail, highlighting benefits of using semiconductor NCs for the excitonic ET sensitization of the active Si layer. We compare the gain in photocurrents J ET and J Optical , which are respectively originating from the ET (A ET ) and the anti-reflective effects (A Optical ), by calculating: J = ∫A·IQE·E AM1.5G ·(e/(hc))d, where J is the photocurrent, A is the absorptance (either A ET or A Optical ), IQE is the internal quantum efficiency, E AM1.5G is the irradiance of AM1.5G solar spectrum (cutoff wavelength 650 nm for calculating J ET , Fig. S3 †) , e is an elementary charge, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, and  is the wavelength. By assuming 100% IQE (IQE = 1) given the ultrathin single-crystalline Si active layer that is expected to transport free charge carriers with minimal recombination loss, we find that the photocurrent enhancement induced by the ET and the optical anti-reflective coating effects are respectively: J ET = 0.55 mA/cm 2 and J Optical = 0.9 mA/cm 2 , thus revealing ~38% of the total photocurrent enhancement induced by the NC layer (J Total = 1.45 mA/cm 2 ) is originating directly from the ET. It is interesting to note that this much contribution of ET to the enhancement of the photocurrent output in our ultrathin Si solar cells is on par with or higher than what was reported previously in other nanostructured solar cells attempting a utilization of ET. 13, 28 For instance, the polymer BHJ solar cell employing poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)/squaraine as the energy donor/acceptor couple showed that 35% of the total gain in the J SC by the addition of squaraine was stemming from the ET (0.68 mA/cm 2 out of 1.94 mA/cm 2 ), with the rest caused by the direct charge transfer. 13 Also reported previously is the enhanced J SC of nanopillar Si solar cells by 5.2% (from 6.56 to 6.90 mA/cm 2 ) upon the topical integration of CdSe NCs, which was much smaller than the gain in J SC caused by the anti-reflective coating effects (9-14 %). 28
Influence of Long-Range RET on the Solar Cell PV Performance
We further explore the effects of ET on the PV performance of ultrathin Si solar cells at a longer energy donor-acceptor separation (Fig. 6) , where RET is expected to be dominant. The transfer-matrix optical simulation is used again to evaluate absorptances for the NC and ultrathin Si layers (A NC and A Si ) while varying the AlO x spacer thickness d AlOx from 14, 31, 36, and to 46 nm, with or without a 35 nm thick (four monolayers) CdSe/ZnS NC layer on top ( Fig. S2 and  S3 †) .
In order to estimate the contribution from the anti-reflective optical effects by the added AlO x spacer, we use the simulated A Si to calculate the photocurrent that is generated by only a normal optical absorption (i.e., not affected by the ET) of the ultrathin Si (J Si ) as a function of d AlOx by using the same procedure of AM1.5G integration performed earlier ( Fig. 6(a) ). We find that even without the NC layer, the AlO x layer acts as an antireflective coating, increasing the coupling of the incident light into the ultrathin Si layer and therefore J Si . For the surveyed range of d AlOx (from 0 to 46 nm), a thicker AlO x layer leads to a more effective anti-reflective function, increasing J Si from 6.0 to 7.8 mA/cm 2 . Meanwhile, with the NC layer on top, the J Si increases from 6.9 to 7.9 mA/cm 2 as d AlOx increases from 0 to 31 nm, but slightly decreases to 7.7 mA/cm 2 as d AlOx further increases up to 46 nm. Since the application of the CdS/ZnS NC layer on top of the AlO x layer can alter the overall optical interference in the device, the added NC layer can either increase or decrease the coupling of the incident light with the underlying ultrathin Si layer depending on d AlOx .
The enhancement of J Si arising from the anti-reflective optical effects after the deposition of the NC layer (J Optical = J Si = J Si (with NC) -J Si (without NC), Fig. 6(b) ) indeed reveals such a varying extent of optical coupling: J Optical increases with increasing d AlOx , reaching its maximum of 1.3 mA/cm 2 at d AlOx = 14 nm, but then starts decreasing thereafter for d AlOx > 14 nm, causing even a negative impact on the light absorption of the ultrathin Si at d AlOx = 46 nm (J Optical = -0.1 mA/cm 2 ). Unlike the decreasing photocurrent enhancement by the optical anti-reflective effects with increasing d AlOx , the enhancement in photocurrent by the ET from the NC layer (J ET = J NC ×  ET ) remains significant at >0.50 mA/cm 2 for the studied range of d AlOx (Fig. 6(b) ) despite the decreasing  ET (from 90 to 40%) for the increasing donor-acceptor separation. This occurs since the light absorption by the NC layer (A NC ) and the associated total available photocurrent (J NC ) increases significantly for a larger d AlOx (e.g., J NC from 0.55 to 1.40 mA/cm 2 for d AlOx from 0 to 46 nm, Fig. 6(b) ) due to the improved coupling of incident light with the NC layer. Combining the anti-reflective optical effects and the ET from the NC layer, the optimal d AlOx for the highest enhancement in J SC is then 14 nm in our device geometry, predicting the highest J Total (= J Optical + J ET ) = 2.0 mA/cm 2 , all despite  ET of ~79% for such a large d AlOx (Fig. 6(d) ). This emphasizes the importance of combining a proper light management scheme with the application of NC energy donor layer to maximize the impact of the ET-induced enhancement of the device J SC . For instance, one can envision a coating of certain wave-guiding layers on top of the semiconductor NC energy donor layer in order to concentrate incident photons into the underlying NCs while protecting them from the outside environment. The device PV performance, specifically J SC , experimentally measured as a function of d AlOx shows good agreements with the calculated photocurrent enhancement discussed above, confirming the effects of enhanced optical coupling by the AlO x spacer and, more importantly, that the RET is the responsible mode for the effective ET from a thick NC layer at a long donor-acceptor separation of up to a few tens of nanometers. The average J SC (measured from over 12 unique devices for each condition, Fig. S5 -S8 †) is plotted with respect to d AlOx in Fig. 6(c) for both cases of with and without the 35 nm thick CdSe/ZnS NC energy donor layer (see Fig. S5 -S8 † for the summary of V OC , FF, and PCE). As expected, the solar cells with the NC layer exhibit a superior J SC over the control devices within the most of d AlOx range, except for d AlOx = Please do not adjust margins 46 nm, where the control devices outputs a somewhat higher average J SC than the NC-sensitized ones. Significantly, the measured enhancement in J SC upon the deposition of the NC layer, J SC = J SC (with NC) -J SC (without NC), well matches the calculated photocurrent enhancement (J Optical + J NC ×  ET ) ( Fig. 6(d) ). The enhancement in J SC remains substantial for d AlOx up to 31 nm and starts decreasing for d AlOx > 36 nm, further supporting the case that the ET from a thick semiconductor NC energy donor layer can remain effective even for a few tens of nanometers of energy-donor acceptor separation, afforded by the long-range RET. We note that this enhanced PV performance driven by RET is conceptually similar to what can be gained by luminescent down-shifting layers as recently studied for thin film CdTe solar cells, where the optical coupling effects were not considered. 29 Our results support the theoretical and spectroscopic prediction 4, 15, 26 that RET is a long-ranged process as compared to NRET (a few tens of nanometers vs. a few nanometers), thus allowing utilization of thicker ET donor layers for efficient light harvesting in PV devices. Previous attempts to employ NRET mechanism to improve light harvesting efficiency in organic solar cells were restricted to the relatively short active-range of NRET (~a few nanometers), which limits the layer thickness or the loading amount of the additional energy donor (e.g. the optimum loading of squaraine to P3HT is only 1% in the previously mentioned example 13 ). We emphasize that the efficient RET between NCs and Si layer in our system is also attributed to the specific dielectriclayered configuration (i.e., the highest refractive index of Si situated at the bottom with other components of lower refractive indices on top) in which the RET of excitons generated in the NC layer preferentially decay into wave-guiding photonic modes that propagate laterally and be absorbed within the Si layer (i.e., increasing the light path length beyond the Si thickness). The coupling of the wave-guiding modes into Si layer and RET remain efficient at a thickness of the Si layer as low as ~90 nm in our configuration (for donor emission wavelength at 605 nm and Si refractive index ~3.4), with the coupling efficiency maxima at halves of the wavelengths in Si. 4 This may be utilized to further improve the PV performances in ultrathin Si solar cells, and one of the challenges is the need for a more efficient NC light harvesting layer that can maintain high ET efficiency. As in our demonstration, where a variation in AlO x spacer thickness significantly increased the photocurrent output by the NC layer, an incorporation of optimized dielectric component layers or coatings is expected to further improve the light harvesting by the NC layer. Another interesting direction is the utilization of a band gap-graded NC layer that exploits a cascaded ET from NCs of larger band gap to NCs of smaller band gap, and finally to underlying Si. 5, 18, 30 Application of plasmon-exciton coupling effects between metallic nanoparticles and NCs 31 should also provide further improvements in the PV performance of ET-based ultrathin Si solar cells. 
Conclusions
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated the positive impacts of the ET on enhancing the PV energy conversion efficiency of functioning ultrathin inorganic solar cells. The model device platform developed based on an ultrathin Si layer with an incorporated in-plane Schottky junction and the CdSe/ZnS NC energy donor layer provided precisely-defined controllable energy donor-acceptor geometry, enabling a self-consistent quantitative evaluation of the effects of ET on the device PV performances, differentiated from the classical optical coupling effects. By combining device PV characterization, dielectric theory calculations/spectroscopic measurement of the ET rate, and transfermatrix optical simulations, we identified that the ET mechanism could provide an efficient route for light harvesting in ultrathin Si solar cells. Specifically, the 35 nm thick NC energy donor layer could enhance the J SC of the 500 nm thick ultrathin Si solar cell up to ~8.7 mA/cm 2 on average by ~35%, of which ~38% is directly driven by the ET, particularly via the long-range RET. The results not only support the potential of the ET on improving the PCE of ultrathin inorganic solar cells but also provide a versatile investigative framework that can untangle and individually quantify the intricately related intrinsic optical effects and the influences of ET in developing more efficient ET-based optoelectronic devices.
Methods
Fabrication of Ultrathin Si Schottky Junction Solar Cells
A cleaned SOI wafer (500 nm thick device layer with resistivity of 8-11 ohm cm, 1 m thick buried oxide, and 0.5 mm handling layer) was immersed in a buffered oxide etch solution to remove the native SiO 2 layer, followed by an annealing step at 500 °C for 10 minutes in O 2 flow to create a SiO 2 layer of ~1.7 nm. High purity Al with a thickness of ~1000 Ǻ was thermally evaporated through a window of 750 m × 750 m defined by photolithography. The ohmic contact was formed by annealing the Al contact at 600 °C for 45 seconds under Ar using a rapid thermal processor. The Schottky contact was formed by depositing 1000 Ǻ thick Al through another window of 750 m × 750 m, aligned in parallel with the ohmic contact with a 10 m channel. The surrounding Si layer was etched away via reactive ion etching using a gas mixture of CHF 3 and SF 6 in order to define an active device area of 10 m × 750 m. The fabricated devices were then annealed under Ar at 450 ·°C for 5 minutes, followed by a 150 °C sintering in a vacuum oven for 36 hours to stabilize the PV performance characteristics.
Semiconductor NC Deposition
The water-soluble CdSe/ZnS NCs with the emission wavelength of  o = 605 nm were purchased from Invitrogen and used as received. It is noted that these NCs are air-stable and suitable for ambient device and optical characterization. The long polymer ligand coating on NCs is beneficial for suppressing any direct charge transfer and inter-NC NRET. One may utilize an optimized, shorter polymer coating to enhance ET and PV performance while preventing the charge transfer. The NC solution (8 M concentration) was spincoated on the open channel of the fabricated ultrathin Si solar cell at 3000 rpm. The sample was then dried by keeping it in a fume hood for ~ 30 min. The PV characterization of devices with NC was usually conducted within a day after NCs was deposited. Several samples were tested over 3 days, and they showed no significant degradation in PV characterization, indicating a good ambient stability of NCs. The thickness of the NC layers was 30-35 nm as determined by SEM and ellipsometry measurements. In addition, a NC solution diluted 64× by a phosphate buffer solution (pH = 7) was spin-coated on SOI and Si substrates with the contact structure to obtain a sub-monolayer coverage of NCs for the time-resolved PL measurement. The PL quantum yield for NCs in colloidal solution was provided by the manufacture (Invitrogen).
AlO x Spacer Deposition and Characterization
The AlO x spacer layer with controlled thicknesses were deposited on devices, SOI, Si, and glass substrates via ALD at 85 o C using tetramethylammonium and water as precursors. The thickness and refractive index of the deposited AlO x layers were measured by variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry. The measured refractive index of ALD-deposited AlO x (~1.5 at 605 nm) was smaller compared with that of sapphire (~1.8), most likely due to its lower density as confirmed by X-ray reflectivity measurement (data not shown). We also tested possible photoionization or photocharging of the ALD-AlO x layer from NCs by measuring the PL decay of submonolayer NCs on glass substrates with or without 5 nm ALD-AlO x .layer. No significant difference was observed between two types of substrates, confirming the absence of charge transfer from the NCs to ALD-deposited AlO x .
PV Characterization
All PV characterization of devices was performed in ambient air at room temperature. Dark and illuminated J-V characteristics of solar cells were measured under the 1 Sun AM1.5G condition by using a custom-modified electrical probe station equipped with a precision semiconductor parameter analyzer (Agilent) and a 150 W solar simulator (Newport). The 1 Sun AM1.5G illumination condition was verified by a calibrated quartz-windowed Si reference solar cell (Newport, NIST-traceable) and cross-checked by a spectrometer calibrated for an absolute spectral irradiance measurement. The EQE of solar cells was measured by using a calibrated UV-enhanced Si photodiode (Newport) and a wavelength-variable monochromatic light source (a 300 W xenon arc lamp combined with a monochromator, Newport) along with the electrical probe station.
Variable-Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometry
All measurements were made using a J.A. Woollam V.A.S.E. M-2000 ellipsometer in an ambient air at room temperature. Active material (CdSe/ZnS NCs) was spin-coated on three different substrates, including a microscope slide glass, a SOI substrate, and a Si substrate. It was assumed that the optical properties of the active layers on all three substrates were identical, such that any changes in the acquired spectra could be attributed to the variation in substrate characteristics. This procedure produces multiple sets of unique data for a given condition, allowing a greater statistical confidence of data fitting to a parametrized model. Ellipsometric measurements were first conducted on the cleaned bare substrates for the Paper This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 20xx
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Please do not adjust margins Please do not adjust margins wavelength range of 210-1700 nm at the incidence angle from 45 to 80 degrees (5 degree interval). The large range of incidence angle not only includes the Brewster angle for each of the substrates at which the sensitivity of the measurement is highest but also increases the dataset thereby reducing the parameter correlations in the fitting process and the sensitivity to any composition variation over the film. The data collected from the three substrates were then analyzed simultaneously by using the WVASE32 software (version 3.770, J.A. Woollam Co.) to yield solutions for the complex refractive index and the film thickness by performing data fitting using the Levenberg-Marquardt multivariate regressions algorithm. The collected data consists of the complex ratio of the reflection amplitudes of polarized light with electric field within (r p ) and perpendicular (r s ) to the plane of incidence as a function of the angle of incidence. From this data, plots of ψ and Δ versus angle of incidence were determined from the definition of ψ and Δ: r p /r s = tan(ψ)·e i .
Time-Resolved PL Lifetime Measurements
We used a custom-built confocal scanning stage microscope based on an inverted microscope, equipped with a piezo scanning stage (Physik Instruments, Germany) and a 405 nm pulsed (10 MHz) diode-pumped solid-state laser light source. The average input light power at the sample was kept at ~2 μW. The PL signal was collected in the epi-illumination scheme, where the signal is spectrally separated from the excitation laser light by a dichroic (Semrock, DiO-532) and a band-pass filter (Semrock FF01-605/50 for NC605). The resulting signal was spatially filtered by a 75 μm pinhole and finally imaged onto a single photon counting avalanche photodiode (MPD Picoquant) coupled to a time-analyzer (PicoHarp 300, PicoQuant). Data acquisition and analysis were performed by the Symphotime analysis software (Picoquant). The time-resolved PL decay data, fitted with a multi-exponential function, provide amplitude-averaged exciton lifetimes in NCs since there is only one type of fluorophore (NCs) in our system. 19, 32 
